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Abstract: Left-Right symmetric model (LRSM) has been an attractive extension of the Standard Model (SM) which can address the origin of parity violation in the SM electroweak (EW) interactions, generate tiny neutrino masses, accommodate dark matter (DM) candidates and provide a natural framework for baryogenesis through leptogenesis. In this work we utilize the minimal LRSM to study the recently reported DAMPE results of cosmic e + e − spectrum which exhibits a tentative peak around 1.4 TeV, while satisfying the current neutrino data. We propose to explain the DAMPE peak with a complex scalar DM χ in two scenarios: 1) χχ * → H − j ν j with i,j = e, µ, τ and k = 1, 2. We fit the theoretical prediction on e + e − spectrum to relevant experimental data to determine the scalar mass spectrum favored by the DAMPE excess. We also consider various constraints from theoretical principles, collider experiments as well as DM relic density and direct search experiments. We find that there are ample parameter space which can interpret the DAMPE data while passing the constraints. Our explanations, on the other hand, usually imply the existence of other new physics at the energy scale ranging from 10 7 GeV to 10 11 GeV. Collider tests of our explanations are also discussed.
Introduction
The discovery of the Higgs boson at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) indicates that the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics is a highly successful theory in describing a large amount of low energy phenomena [1, 2] . On the other hand, the origin of the chiral structure of the SM, which is crucial in understanding why the SM matter contents are much lighter than the Planck scale, is not explained in the framework of SM. In fact, it is still unknown so far why the weak interaction violates parity while all other interactions conserve parity and whether parity conservation can be achieved at a more fundamental level.
Left-Right symmetric model (LRSM), which is a vector extension of the SM with an enlarged gauge group SU (3) C × SU (2) L × SU (2) R × U (1) B−L [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , assumes that the fundamental weak interaction is invariant under parity symmetry and the observed parity violation is the consequence of the spontaneous breaking of parity symmetry. Requiring the existence of right-handed neutrinos in the LRSM, tiny neutrino masses can naturally be generated by Type II seesaw mechanism [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Besides, the LRSM can accommodate dark matter candidates [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] and provide a natural framework for baryogenesis through leptogenesis [22] . Its gauge group can naturally appear in typical SO(10) GUT group breaking chain SO(10) → SU (4) P S × SU (2) L × SU (2) R → LR or from the breaking of some other partial unification theories such as SU (4) P S × SU (4) W , SU (7) etc [23] [24] [25] . The SU (2) R × U (1) B−L breaking scale, which can be characterized by the W R gauge boson masses, is well motivated to lie as low as several TeV [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] and provides us the search possibilities in various physical experiments, such as collider signals [28, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] , flavor observables [36, [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] , as well as EW precision parameters [60, 61] .
Very recently, the DArk Matter Particle Explorer (DAMPE) experiment reported new results of the total cosmic e + + e − flux measurement between 25 GeV and 4.6 TeV, which contain a spectral softening at around 0.9 TeV and a peak at around 1.4 TeV [62, 63] . The spectral softening may be due to the breakdown of the conventional assumption of continuous source distribution or the maximum acceleration limits of electron sources, while the peak can be explained by dark matter (DM) annihilation in a nearby clump halo either into exclusive e + e − final state or equally into e + e − , µ + µ − and τ + τ − states [64] . The best fit values for the DM particle mass, annihilation cross section, the DM halo mass and the DM annihilation luminosity L = ρ 2 dV are about 1.5 TeV, σv ∼ 10 −26 cm 3 /s, 10 7−8 M sun and 10 64−66 GeV 2 cm −3 , respectively, if the halo is about 0.1 ∼ 0.3 kpc away from the earth [64] .
Many simplified DM models have already been proposed to interpret the DAMPE peak . Some are based on typical new gauged anomaly-free family U (1) symmetry with the corresponding gauge boson as the mediator [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] . Other proposals, such as scalar mediator with typical lepton-specific Yukawa couplings, have also been discussed [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] . However, many existing DM explanations of the DAMPE results are rather ad hoc and the involved interactions are not naturally the consequence of a well-motivated popular BSM (beyond-Standard Model) model. So it is desirable to see if some popular BSM models can already explain the DAMPE results.
The minimal LRSM predicts 14 physical Higgs bosons: four CP-even H 1,2,3,4 , two CP-odd A 1,2 , four singly charged H ± 1,2 as well as four doubly charged H ±± 1,2 , all with increasing masses in the ascending order. In this work we propose to explain the DAMPE excess with the complex scalar DM annihilation into triplet scalar pairs which later decay and produce cosmic leptons. More specifically, we will consider the following two scenarios:
where χ stands for the scalar DM candidate, i,j = e, µ, τ and k = 1, 2.
As for the proposal, we stress that the mediating scalars H ±± 1,2 and H ± 1 can naturally arise from the LRSM where they belong to the SU (2) L triplet ∆ L and/or the SU (2) R triplet ∆ R , which are essential in generating neutrino masses. With certain assumptions on the form of the Dirac mass terms for neutrinos, the Yukawa couplings involving the triplet scalars can be nearly generation universal for leptons or first generation dominated over the other generations. As a result, the scalars can decay democratically into three generation of leptons or dominantly into electrons.
We also stress that the DM can be an intrinsic component of the LRSM with the DM stability guaranteed by either the minimal dark matter spirit or due to matter parity [13] . In the former case, the DM particle can be identified as the neutral component within certain high-dimensional SU (2) representations that forbids the renormalizable couplings leading to its decay. In the latter case, however, the residue Z B−L 2 symmetry from the U (1) B−L breaking by the scalar triplet Higgs ∆ L,R can also act as the DM parity, which could guarantee the stability of alternative fermionic (bosonic) DM candidates with even (odd) B − L charge [13, 14] . This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a brief review about the essential features of the minimal LRSM. In Section 3, we propose a simplified scalar DM theory, which is based on the LRSM, to explain the DAMPE excess. In Section 4, we briefly discuss the implication of our explanation and its test at colliders. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section 5.
Brief review of the minimal LRSM
As noted previously, the LRSM model is an extension of the SM with the corresponding gauge group
, and all the right-handed fermions are embedded into the SU (2) R doublets. Due to such an assignment, right-handed neutrinos, which are needed to fit into right-handed lepton doublets, naturally appear in LRSM.
In the minimal LRSM, the quantum numbers of the particle contents under
Fermions:
Scalars:
where the Bi-doublet Higgs field is needed to give masses to ordinary SM fermions other than neutrinos, and the triplet fields are needed to generate tiny neutrino masses via mixed Type-I and Type-II seesaw mechanisms and meanwhile preserve the left-right symmetry.
The Lagrangian is as follows [98] 
where the Yukawa couplings involving the bi-doublets and triplets scalars are given by
withΦ ≡ −σ 2 Φ * σ 2 and Ψ C = iΨ T γ 2 γ 0 , and the Higgs potential takes following form
In above potential, µ i , λ i , β i with i = 1, 2, 3 and ρ j , α j with j = 1, · · · , 4 are all free parameters. The SU (2) R × U (1) B−L is broken to U (1) Y by the VEV of the SU (2) R triplet scalar ∆ R , while the SM gauge group is broken to U (1) Q by the VEVs of the bi-doublet Higgs. The VEVs of the bi-doublet and triplets, which are taken to be real to forbid spontaneously CP violation, are parameterized as
with v L v v R , so v can be identified as the SM VEV. The masses of the new gauge bosons therefore read
Due to the LR symmetry, we take the two SU (2) gauge coupling to be equal, namely g R = g L . The mixing between the electric charged gauge fields W L and W R will result in two mass eigenstates W and W , and similarly, the mixing among the neutral components
B−L will predict three vector bosons as mass eigenstates, i.e. photon, Z and Z . The minimal LRSM predicts ten physical particles: four CP-even Higgs bosons, two CP-odd Higgs bosons, two singly charged Higgs bosons as well as two doubly charged Higgs bosons. With the minimization conditions of the scalar potential, one can trade the parameters µ i and β 2 by the vacuum expectation values (VEV) [98] . As a result, with the assumption v L /v, v L /v R , tan β, α 1 , α 2 , β 1 → 0 (so that the mixings between the Bi-doublet and the triplet scalars are small), the Bidoublet-like scalar masses are given by
where h corresponds to the SM-like Higgs boson with its mass fixed at 125GeV; H, A and H ± are the heavier neutral scalar and pseudoscalar states as well as the charged Higgs, respectively. The triplet-scalar sector masses are:
where particles with an index L(R) mostly consist of ∆ L(R) components, and since the doubly-charged Higgses can in general be strongly mixed, we label them as H ±± a/b . Under the condition v L /v R → 0, the mass spectrums implies following approximate degeneracies
for the bi-doublet sector and
for the triplet sector. In the following, we label particles with the same quantum numbers by the subscripts 1, 2, · · · and assume that they have an ascending mass order, i.e. In the minimal LRSM, the tiny neutrino mass can be generated via mixed Type-I and Type-II seesaw mechanisms with the corresponding mass matrix given by [ 
where
After the diagonalization of the mass matrix, the Majorana mass of the left-handed neutrinos can be determined to be
This expression indicates that possibly large cancelation among the two terms is required to give tiny neutrino masses of order 0.1 eV. One should note that loop corrections will in general spoil the cancelation among the two terms. The discrete LR symmetry, which can be identified with Parity symmetry, requires the Yukawa couplings to satisfy [98] 
In terms of the neutrino masses and PMNS mixing matrix from neutrino oscillation experiments, the Yukawa couplings involving the triplets can be determined as [98] 
DAMPE explanation with scalar DM
As one of the most compelling BSM theories, the LRSM itself can naturally accommodate a DM candidate, which is absolutely stable due to the residual matter parity Z B−L 2 [13, 14] . With respect to a scalar DM candidate, the minimal realization requires the introduction of two complex scalar fields φ L and φ R with their respective quantum numbers under the gauge group
and the DM candidate corresponds to the lightest mass eigenstate among the mixing of the neutral components 1 . These additional gauge non-singlet scalars extend greatly the minimal LRSM, and the general form of the resulting theory contains 16 new parameters, and twenty extra quartic scalar interactions [14] . Obviously, working in such a complex framework to interpret the DAMPE excess involves the treatment of a large number of m DM (GeV) 
)
Total fit DM Background AMS data DAMPE data Figure 1 . Fit of the e + e − spectrum generated by the process χχ → H free parameters, which usually obscures the underlying physics. This situation motivates us to consider the incorporation of DM physics into the LRSM in a simpler way. To be more specific, we note that the gauge singlet scalar is ubiquitous in various UV completion theories of the LRSM. For example, it can appear in the decomposition of 54 or 210 dimensional representation of SO(10) under Pati-Salam SU (4) c × SU (2) L × SU (2) R (or LR gauge group) gauge group and possibly be tuned to be light [99] . It can also appear in orbifold GUT models with proper boundary conditions by embedding the LRSM gauge group into GUT or partial unification theory [100, 101] . These facts motivate us to consider a VEV-less gauge singlet complex scalar particle as the DM candidate with its stability protected by an accidental global U (1) χ symmetry, which may be promoted to a gauged one that was broken at a certain high energy scale into a discrete Z 2 symmetry in the early evolution of the Universe.
Based on the above discussion, we propose to introduce a complex scalar DM χ into the minimal LRSM, which is a singlet under the LR gauge group, as the simplest effective DM model to explain the DAMPE results with the DM stability guaranteed by the conserved accidental U (1) χ quantum number, just as the conserved baryon number ensures the stability of proton classically. The couplings of χ are assumed to be 2) which are invariant under the discrete Left-Right symmetry for real parameters λ χ and κ i (i=1,2,3).
Scenario
Mass spectrum: m χ and ∆m > 0 lie within the region enclosed by the solid line in Fig.1 .
Relevant DM annihilations
i,j = e, µ, τ , k = 1, 2.
The other scalars are heavier than DM.
The other scalars are heavier than DM. Table 2 . Two scenarios of Higgs spectrum and DM annihilation channels pertinent to explain the DAMPE excess.
We use the package SARAH [102] to implement the model and the package SPheno [103, 104] to calculate the mass spectrum. Since a lot of parameters are involved in our discussion on the interpretation of the excess, we fix some of them in Table 1 
j with i,j = e, µ, τ to generate the measured e + e − spectrum. The impact of the mass spectrum on the e + e − flux and also our strategy to get their favored region have been described in detail in [71] . Here we simply apply them to the case in which the intermediate scalars H ±± 1 as the DM direct annihilation products decay democratically into e ± e ± , µ ± µ ± and τ ± τ ± . The results are presented in Fig.1 , where we perform the fit of the predicted e + e − spectrum to the corresponding AMS-02 and DAMPE data. The Left panel is the χ 2 map on the ∆m − m χ plane with the color bar denoting the values of the χ 2 and the enclosed line corresponding to the constant contour of χ 2 = χ 2 best + 2.3. The region bounded by this contour is interpreted as the best region of the two-step DM annihilation process to explain the DAMPE excess at 1σ level. The best fit point locates at about (6 GeV, 3060 GeV) with σv 0 = 2.98 × 10 −26 cm 3 /s for the default setting on the distance of the subhalo away from the earth and the subhalo mass in [71] , d = 0.1 kpc and M halo = 1.9 × 10 7 m . The Right panel of Fig.1 corresponds to the e + e − spectrum predicted by the best fit point which lowers the χ 2 value to 104.2 in comparison with 109.7 for the background-only hypothesis. These facts indicate that, by choosing appropriate (∆m, m χ ), the process χχ → H
is indeed capable of re-producing the DAMPE e + e − peak.
Next we discuss in detail two scenarios presented in Table 2 to explain the excess. In order to get relevant parameter points, we scan the parameters m χ , κ 1 and ρ i (i = 1, 2, 3) with the setting in Table 1 , and we consider the following constraints:
• DM relic density Ω DM = 0.1199 ± 0.0027 [105, 106] , which implies that σv FO ∼ O(10 −26 ) cm 3 /s with the velocity v ∼ 0.1 c in early freeze out.
In our theoretical framework, the DM annihilation into scalar pairs SS * proceeds through the quartic scalar interaction χχ * SS * , s-change exchange of any CP-even Higgs boson and also t-channel exchange of χ. Therefore the relic density mainly limits the coupling strength κ 1 for the parameter setting in Table 1 and the favored spectrum in Fig.1 . We use the package micrOMEGAs [107, 108 ] to obtain the density in which the threshold effects are important when DM mass is close to intermediate particle masses [109] . We also use the micrOMEGAs to calculate the DM annihilation rate in today's Universe and the DM-nucleon scattering rate discussed below.
• The mass spectrum presented in Fig.1 as well as today's DM annihilation cross section σv 0 > 1 × 10 −26 cm 3 /s with v ∼ 10 −3 c in the nearby subhalo, which are essential conditions to explain the DAMPE result (see [64, 71] the former condition limits the ranges of m χ and ρ i , while the latter condition as an useful supplement to DM relic density has non-trivial requirements on κ 1 .
• DM direct detection bounds on spin-independent (SI) DM-nucleon scattering cross section σ SI χ−n from the recent XENON-1T [110] and PandaX-II experiments [111] . In our theory, the scattering proceeds through t-channel exchange of any CP-even Higgs boson [112] . Considering that the CP-even Higgs fields in the Bi-doublet Φ have no coupling with χ since we set κ 2 = κ 3 = 0 in Table 1 , and that the CP-even field in ∆ R which couples to χχ * with the strength proportional to κ 1 v R has no couplings with quarks due to the U (1) B−L charge assignment, one can conclude that the scattering rate vanishes if there is no mixing between these two types of fields in forming mass eigenstates, i.e. the magnitude of the rate is decided by the size of the mixing. As far as the parameter setting in Table 1 is concerned, we checked that the mixing is less than 10 −8 , which results in the scattering rate less than 10 −14 pb. Therefore although the direct detection bounds play an important role in DM physics and must be considered in explaining the excess, they actually have no constraint on our case.
The surviving samples from the scan are projected on the plane of m H ±± 1 versus κ 1 in Fig.2 with the color bar indicating the DM annihilation rate today σv 0 . This figure indicates that there exist certain parameter regions to explain the excess without conflicting the other experimental results, which are characterized by κ 1 ∈ (2.8, 5) for Scenario I, κ 1 ∈ (1.8, 2.5) for Scenario II and σv 0 ∈ (1, 3.2) × 10 −26 cm 3 s −1 for both scenarios. In Table 3 we present more details about the relevant parameter regions. Note that κ 1 in Scenario I is significantly larger than that in Scenario II. The underlying reason is that κ 1 is the coupling controlling the interaction strength between DM χ and Higgs triplets as indicated in Eq.(3.2). Because of more intermediate Higgs available in the two-step DM annihilations in Scenario II (see Table 2 ), a relatively low κ 1 is enough to predict the right relic density. Also note that κ 1 in Scenario I expands a much wider range than that in Scenario II. This is because in some rare cases of Scenario I, the DM may annihilates through the resonant H 3 into right handed neutrinos. We checked these cases and found that, although H
is still the dominant annihilation product, the contribution of the neutrino channel to the total annihilation rate may reach about 35% at freeze-out temperature.
About the DM explanation of the DAMPE excess, we emphasize that it is consistent with the other direct and indirect DM experiments (see [65, 78] for a detailed discussion), such as the H.E.S.S. data on the annihilation χχ → S * S → 4e [97, 113] , the Fermi-LAT data in the direction of the dwarf spheroidal galaxies [114] , the Planck CMB data which is sensitive to energy injection to the CMB from DM annihilations [115, 116] , and the IceCube data on DM annihilation into neutrinos [117] . It also survives the upper bounds from XENON-10 and XENON-100 experiments on the DM scattering off electron [118] . Moreover, we checked that the samples in Fig.2 also satisfy the constraints from collider experiments and some theoretical principles recently discussed in [30] [31] [32] , which mainly limit the parameters ρ i . These constraints include 2
• The existence of a SM-like Higgs boson (H 1 corresponding to our case) with mass around 125 GeV. We examined its properties with the package HiggsSignals [119] .
• Collider searches for extra scalars. We calculate the couplings of the non-SM-like Higgs bosons by the SPheno and link them to the package HiggsBounds [120] [121] [122] . We require them to be allowed by the direct search results at colliders.
• Low energy lepton flavor violation processes considered in [98] , which include two body decays such as µ → eγ, τ → eγ, τ → µγ and three body decays such as µ → eee, τ → eee. These processes proceed at loop level and may be enhanced greatly (in comparison with their SM predictions) by large flavor non-diagonal elements of Y ∆ if the new scalars and new vector bosons running in the loops are not too heavy.
In our analysis, we use the package FlavorKit [123] to calculate the rates of the processes.
As was shown in [55] , this constraint is rather strong and it requires the masses of the heavier doublet Higgs to be larger than about 20 TeV. In our discussion, we satisfy the requirement by setting α 3 = 2 and v R = 20 TeV.
• The precision electroweak observable δρ, which is defined by δρ ≡
with Π ZZ (0) and Π W W (0) denoting the self energy of Z boson and W boson at zero momentum, respectively [124, 125] 3 . In the minimal LRSM, the new scalars enter the self energies and consequently, δρ depends on their spectrum [60] . In our analysis we use SPheno to calculate δρ and find that its typical size is less than 10 −4 , which lies within the experimentally allowed region −0.000313 ≤ δρ ≤ 0.00156 [126, 127] .
• The vacuum stability condition, λ 1 ≥ 0, ρ 1 ≥ 0, ρ 1 + ρ 2 ≥ 0 and ρ 1 + 2ρ 2 ≥ 0, which was derived in [128, 129] .
• Unitary constraints on the quartic scalar couplings. Since the theory predicts eleven complex fields and seventeen independent quartic couplings, the unitary constraints are rather complicated in a general case. In our analysis, however, we note that 2 Note that these limitations are obviously weak for the parameter setting in Table 1 . This is because the Y∆ we adopt is small in magnitude and nearly flavor diagonal, all scalar other than the SM-like Higgs boson as well as the new gauge bosons are heavier than about 3TeV so that their effects are decoupled, vL = 2 × 10 −7 GeV is tiny, and meanwhile the quartic scalar couplings are only moderately large. 3 Note that in our case, the tree level contribution to the ρ parameter is negligibly small since we consider a very small vL [60] . α 3 and κ 1 are much larger than the other couplings. So we consider a simple case that only α 3 and κ 1 among the couplings are nonzero. We work in the basis (χχ * ,
, and calculate all 2 → 2 transition amplitudes as did in [130] [131] [132] . After the diagonalization of the transition matrix, we obtain the following unitary condition:
We note that the unitary constraint was also discussed in [32] , where the authors sorted out all possible quartic contact terms in terms of the physical fields where the vertex factors of each coupling are linear functions of the quartic couplings. Finally, the authors required each of the couplings to be less than 8π. Obviously, the limits obtained in this way are rather conservative, which can be seen from their results
Implication of the explanation
From the discussion in Section 3, one can learn that our explanation relies on a moderately large κ 1 , i.e. κ 1 ∼ 4 for Scenario I and κ 1 ∼ 2 for Scenario II. This may spoil the perturbativity of the theory. We investigate this issue by first choosing one benchmark point in Scenario-II and presenting its properties in Table 4 . Then we study the behaviors of some potentially large couplings with the increase of energy scale according to the renormalization group equations (RGE) presented in the Appendix. In the left panel of Table 4 . In calculating the RGE, only the dominant contributions are included, and the solid and dashed lines correspond to one-loop and two-loop results, respectively. Right panel: same as the left panel, but for κ 1 = 4 which is favored by Scenario I to explain the DAMPE excess. Table 4 as a function of the collision energy √ s. Fig.3 , we show the results of the benchmark point with the solid and dashed lines denoting one-loop and two-loop predictions, respectively. This panel indicates that κ 1 as the largest coupling is the first one to reach its Landau pole at the scale near 4 × 10 12 GeV at oneloop level, while at two-loop level the increase rate of κ 1 to higher energy scale is greatly reduced. In more details, for the energy scale lower than about 10 9 GeV where κ 1 3, the difference induced by the one-loop and two-loop β functions is negligibly small. However, for energy scale higher than about 10 10 GeV where κ 1 4, the difference between one-loop and two-loop is significant. This fact implies that the perturbativity of the theory becomes worsened greatly and perturbative calculations are no longer reliable near 10 10 GeV. As a comparison, we choose another κ 1 = 4 (favored by Scenario I to explain the excess) while keeping α 3 , λ χ the same, and study its RGE behavior. We find that κ 1 reaches its Landau pole at the scale 3.2×10 8 GeV at one-loop level as shown in the right panel of Fig.3 . Similar to the case in the left panel, the sharp increasing behavior at one-loop level is ameliorated after including the two-loop corrections near 10 7 GeV. We should note that the appearance of Landau pole may not be problematic. Possible new particles, such as heavy fermions or new gauge bosons, which can contribute to the beta function at high energy (such as the Pati-Salam unification scale), may change the RGE behavior of the quartic couplings upon such energy scale. We also remind that the calculation of the two-loop results is rather involved, and we obtain our results by utilizing the package PyR@TE [133] [134] [135] . To the best of our knowledge, the two-loop result in the minimal LRSM is still absent in the literature.
The discussion in Section 3 also indicates that the explanation requires one or more doubly charged Higgs H ±± 1,2 with masses around 3 TeV. These particles, once produced at future collides, will decay dominantly into same sign lepton pairs with invariant mass peaking around 3 TeV. Given that such a signal is quite distinct at hadron collides, we briefly discuss its observability in future experiment. In Fig.4 , we show for the benchmark point in Table 4 the production rates σ(pp → H
2 ) which proceed mainly through exchanging vector bosons such as γ, Z, Z , as well as through neutral Higgs bosons H i but with smaller contributions. This figure indicates that the production rates increase with the collision energy √ s, but are generally small even for √ s = 100 TeV which has σ ∼ 0.1 fb. This implies that even if one neglects the SM background arising from possibly mis-tagged leptons, the integrated luminosity of O(100) fb −1 may be needed to detect the signal.
In Fig.4 we also show the production rates σ(pp → H
2 mainly decay into ν and neutrino pairs respectively, these processes will result in mono− + E T miss signal which has the same signature as W Z associated production and thus is also distinct. Nevertheless, since the corresponding production rates are too small (at most 10 −2 fb), the prospect of detecting them may be dim.
For the benchmark point in Table 4 , we also checked that the production rates of σ(pp → H 
Conclusion
Given the fact that the electroweak interaction in the SM violates parity while all other interactions conserve parity, Left-Right symmetric model (LRSM) has been an attractive extension of the SM which can address the parity violation in EW interaction, generate tiny neutrino masses, accommodate DM candidates and provide a framework for baryogenesis through leptogenesis. In this work we enlarge the field content of the minimal LRSM by adding one gauge singlet scalar field, which acts as the simplest extension of the LRSM to include DM physics, and utilize the resulting theory to study the recently reported DAMPE results of cosmic e + e − flux. We considered two scenarios to explain the DAMPE peak with a scalar DM χ: 1) χχ * → H
− j ν j with i,j = e, µ, τ and k = 1, 2. We fit the theoretical prediction on the e + e − spectrum to relevant experimental data to determine the scalar mass spectrum favored by the DAMPE excess. We also consider various constraints from theoretical principles, collider experiments as well as DM relic density and direct search experiments. We find that there are ample parameter space which can interpret the DAMPE data while passing the constraints. Our interpretation, on the other hand, implies the breakdown of the perturbativity of the theory at the energy scale ranging from 10 7 GeV to 10 11 GeV, which can be avoided by the intervention of other new physics. We also discussed briefly collider signals of our explanation and concluded that an luminosity of O(100) fb −1 is needed to probe the signal at future hadronic collider with √ s = 100 TeV. Before we end this work, we would like to clarify two important points. One is that the gauge singlet scalar DM considered in this work is motivated by some UV completions of the LRSM and also by simplicity. The essential two ingredients of our interpretation of the excess include the existence of one or more leptophilic mediators S i which are H ±± 1,2 and H ± 1 in the LRSM, and sufficiently large quartic scalar couplings χχ * S i S * i which ensure that the DM χ acquires right relic density without any suppression of the σv 0 for the annihilation χχ * → S i S * i . It should be noted that scalar leptophilic DM model containing φ L , φ R introduced in the beginning of Section 3 also possesses the aforementioned ingredients, where the λ ∆ 1 term in Eq.(64) and the λ φ∆∆φ term in Eq. (67) of [14] play the same role as the κ 1 term in DM physics. Therefore in principle the model may also be utilized to explain the excess albeit that its structure is much more complex. Obviously, if the DM explanation of the excess is confirmed by future data, a careful examination of the model should be carried out, which is beyond the scope of this work.
Another point is the physical enrichments of this work compared to our earlier studies [67, 71] , where we extended the SM by lepton specific symmetries and built anomaly free theories in an economic way. In all of these works we consider a scalar DM candidate to generate the e + e − flux by a two step annihilation process, followed by solving the propagation equation of electron/positron in cosmic ray and seeking for the maximum value of the likelihood function to attain the χ 2 map on ∆m − m χ plane needed to produce the right shape of the e + e − spectrum. Then we obtain the parameter space of the model relevant to explaining the excess by considering the constraints from DM relic density and its direct detection experiments. Due to their shared workflow procedures, we organize the discussions in a similar way. However, the underlying physics in these works are quite different, which is reflected in the following aspects:
• The theoretical frameworks considered in [67, 71] focus on the DAMPE excess, and the DM candidate together with the lepton-specific gauge bosons are added by hand. By contrast, in this work we consider the physically well-motivated LRSM where the leptophilic mediators and the DM candidates can arise quite naturally without the needs for lepton-specific gauge interactions. This model, aside from being capable of explaining the DAMPE excess, can also account for many fundamental problems in particle physics such as neutrino masses and baryogenesis. Moreover, as we mentioned in the Introduction, the theory has rich phenomenology at colliders which will be test in future. Consequently, it is of particular interest.
• In earlier works [67, 71] we extend the SM by certain lepton specific gauge symmetries in an economic way. In doing this, we note that the anomaly free condition puts nontrivial requirement on the quantum number of leptons for the new symmetry and consequently, the new gauge boson Z as the mediator of the two step annihilation must decay in certain pattern, e.g. either democratically into three generations of lepton pairs or into e + e − and µ + µ − with equal branching ratios. By contrast, in this work we consider the triplet scalars as the mediators of the DM annihilation. The decay modes of the scalars are determined by the Yukawa coupling Y ∆ which depends on the parameters v L,R and M D and is therefore somewhat arbitrary. Moreover, since the LRSM predicts six triplet Higgs bosons, we have more choices in selecting the mediators of the annihilation than those in [67, 71] . These features make the discussions of this work more adaptive to future cosmic ray data. where y t (Y Q 1 ) 33 in the small tan β limit denotes top quark Yukawa coupling, t = ln µ, and the terms in bold denote dominant two-loop contributions. Note that since the operators Tr(
contain the same fields, the calculation of the β functions for α 1 and that for α 3 are entangled. Thus we also present the two-loop result of α 1 , although it is not important in our numerical calculation. From these analytic expressions, one can learn that for the benchmark point in Table 4 , the two-loop contribution is at most 6% of its corresponding one-loop result at TeV scale, although the values of κ 1 and α 3 are quite large.
